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INT. GUTHRIE’S TAVERN - NIGHT

Bartenders pour drinks and patrons drink, laugh and play 
board games. The title card appears.

SARAH
(teasing)

You’re taking the smallest sips 
I’ve ever seen. 

CHRIS 
(playful)

I’m sorry, I don’t usually drink. 

SARAH
Then why’d you take me to a bar? 

CHRIS
Cause that’s what all the kids are 
doing these days. 

SARAH
You’re absurd, we could’ve just 
gotten tacos or gelato or 
something. 

CHRIS
It’s fine, I’m having fun. Plus, 
this Lagunitas is really sumpin’ 
sumpin’. 

CHRIS (24) chokes on his beer. SARAH (26) laughs and smiles 
at him. He smiles back. They are on their second date and 
it’s going very well.  

CHRIS (CONT’D)
Hey, I bet I can guess your middle 
name. 

SARAH
Oh yeah? What should we bet? 

CHRIS
Your soul. 

Chris makes a demonic face. Sarah laughs. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
The next round. 

SARAH
Deal. 

They shake hands. 



CHRIS
Alright, first letter please. 

SARAH
E. 

CHRIS
(instantly)

Elizabeth. 

SARAH
Yes! What the hell? 

Chris celebrates and pumps his fists in small circles. 

SARAH (CONT’D)
How’d you do that? 

CHRIS
Middle names are easy. M is Marie, 
N is Nicole, C is Christine 
usually. But if it starts with E, 
it’s always, always, always, 
Elizabeth. 

SARAH
(laughing)

So true. Alright, double or nothing 
on your middle name. 

CHRIS
Deal. 

They shake hands again although this time their hands linger. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
Starts with D. 

Sarah thinks for a moment. 

SARAH
David. 

CHRIS
Fuck. 

Sarah celebrates. 

SARAH
Christopher David. What a sweet 
little altar boy you must’ve been!
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CHRIS
(mock offended)

Hey - watch it! My god is an 
awesome god. He reigns! 

Sarah mouths along with the words. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
From heaven above with wisdom, 
power, and love!

They both laugh. 

SARAH
Do you still go to church? 

CHRIS
Oh, fuck no. Do you? 

SARAH
Just on Christmas and Easter with 
my family. 

CHRIS
Oh okay. 

A long, almost unnecessarily long beat. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
Do you still believe in all that 
stuff? 

SARAH
No, no. I just go to make my mom 
happy. 

CHRIS
Thank god. 

Sarah chuckles. 

SARAH
I used to bash religion fairly 
often because of all the conflict 
its created, but I’ve been coming 
around a bit. 

CHRIS
How so? 
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SARAH
I just think human beings are 
generally pretty shitty to one 
another regardless if they’re 
religious or not. So, I don’t think 
the problem is religion 
necessarily. The problem is all of 
us being shitty to one another. 

CHRIS
Hmm. Interesting. Yeah, people do 
suck. I try not to judge, but I 
just think anyone who is religious 
really can’t be a deep thinker.  

SARAH
Easy, Bill Maher. 

Chris laughs. 

CHRIS
I do like his show. 

SARAH
I like his show, but his movie just 
wasn’t for me. It was basically 
just him bashing people for what 
they believe in. 

Chris nods. 

CHRIS
(slowly)

So, what do you believe in? 

She throws Chris a curious look. 

SARAH
Whoa, loaded question. What do you 
mean exactly? 

CHRIS
I dunno, like Santa Claus or the 
Easter Bunny. Or maybe even like a 
higher power. 

SARAH
Ok, let me think for a second. 

She takes a sip of beer and ponders. 
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SARAH (CONT’D)
I believe in positive energy. Not 
like crystals or healing gemstones, 
but I believe the energy you put 
out into the world comes back to 
you. And I believe our one job on 
this planet is to be kind to each 
other. But, I’m not sold on a 
higher power.... I don’t know. What 
do you believe? 

CHRIS
(starts slowly)

I believe in a higher power. Not 
one like any of the major religions 
describe but like the laws of 
physics for example. They’re a 
higher power. They’re perfect, they 
never fuck up ever. Not even once. 
Like, how is that even possible? 
Plus, it’s crazy to me how 
everything, everything from the 
biggest planets and stars all the 
way down to the smallest grain of 
sand - it all fits inside the same 
universe. That can’t be a mistake. 
I’m sorry but it just can’t. 

Sarah pretends to roll, light, and smoke a joint. 

SARAH
(stoner-bro voice)

Yeah, man. 

CHRIS
(playful)

Fuck off. Seriously? 

Sarah laughs. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
But, you get it right? 

SARAH
I do. 

CHRIS
I just don’t know what it all 
means. 

SARAH
Me either. 

A beat. 
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SARAH (CONT’D)
(smiling)

So, do you believe in holding up 
your end of a bet? Cause I believe 
you owe me several drinks. 

Chris laughs and gets up. 

CHRIS
What do you want? 

SARAH
Surprise me. 

Chris walks away. Sarah sits and looks over at the bar. She 
looks very pleased. Chris looks back with a wry smile. 

Chris waltzes theatrically back to their table. A man on his 
cell phone follows him, not paying attention. 

CHRIS
(English accent)

Your drinks, Madam - 

Chris twirls and then gets immediately leveled by the man on 
the cell phone, spilling the beer everywhere in the process. 

A long beat. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
Should I go grab two more? 

SARAH
No, let’s just head out. 

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Chris and Sarah meander slowly down the street, both of their 
hands in their pockets. Chris’s jacket is open and there is a 
huge stain on his shirt. 

CHRIS
I dunno. Every feel good moment 
just felt forced, ya know? Like the 
exact opposite of the first one, 
every moment is so organic and 
heartwarming. Even inspiring at 
times. I dunno. I just didn’t like 
it. What are your thoughts? 

SARAH
No, I agree. Finding Dory was very 
disappointing. 
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CHRIS
Right? Thank you. And for the 
record, I didn’t even see that guy.

SARAH
(laughing)

Yeah, he came out of nowhere... 
Alright, well this is me. 

They stop walking. 

CHRIS
Oh. Well, I had a lot of fun with 
you tonight, Sarah. 

SARAH
Yeah! I had a great time. Thanks 
for all the free drinks.  

CHRIS
(trailing off)

No problem. I lost the bet, kinda 
had to -

SARAH
(softly)

Pay up. Yeah. 

Sarah lingers outside her door. She smiles as if to say that 
she’s open to a goodnight kiss. Chris freezes and can’t quite 
go for it. He extends his hand awkwardly for a handshake. 
Sarah shakes it with a laugh. They perform a longwinded, 
flirtatious handshake. Chris hugs her when the handshake is 
over. He mouthes, “Fuck” to himself as they embrace. He pulls 
away. 

CHRIS
Get home safe. 

SARAH
I am home. But, thank you. You too. 

Chris laughs. 

CHRIS
Well, you never know... with 
stairs, creaks, intruders, god 
forbid. 

SARAH
(laughing)

I’ll be extra careful. Goodnight, 
Chris. 
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CHRIS
Goodnight, Sarah. 

Chris walks away. He makes it a few paces down the street 
before he realizes he’s made a mistake. He turns around. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
I went the wrong way!

Sarah laughs. 

SARAH
Goodnight. 

SMASH CUT:

INT. RACQUETBALL COURT - DAY

Chris and his two best friends, OLIVER (24) and ADAM (25) are 
playing racquetball. Chris and Adam wear t-shirts and 
basketball shorts. Oliver wears yoga pants and a tank top. 
Oliver smashes the ball for a point. He grabs to the ball and 
prepares to serve. 

OLIVER
Chris, that’s amazing! I’m so happy 
for you. 

He serves the ball with intensity. It nails Adam who flails 
and falls to the ground. 

ADAM
Damn it! Well, you probably fucked 
it up somehow. 

CHRIS
(defensive)

No, I didn’t. 

Chris turns to Oliver and whispers. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
(whisper)

Yes, I did. I totally did. I did a 
pirouette and spilled beer 
everywhere. 

OLIVER
(whisper)

What did I tell you about that? You 
don’t have a dancer’s body. 
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CHRIS
(whisper)

I know, I know. But, she laughed so 
I think it’s okay. 

Oliver nods. 

ADAM
Have you talked to her since? 

CHRIS
Yeah, we’ve been texting a little 
bit every day. 

ADAM
Any emojis? 

CHRIS
(defiant)

So many emojis. Ones you’ve 
probably never even heard of. 

OLIVER
(excited)

Oh my god, you’re in love!

ADAM
Cool it, Oliver. He went on two 
dates with a girl from Bumble and 
now they’re texting. It’s not like 
she left behind a glass slipper or 
anything. 

OLIVER
Well, no. But, why would anyone 
even wear a glass slipper? I’m 
surprised Cinderella didn’t slice 
open her Achilles tendon!

They all giggle. 

OLIVER (CONT’D)
(pointing)

Alright, 19 to 14 to 11. 

Oliver serves, Adam returns it. Chris makes a deft hit but 
then Oliver smashes it off the wall for another point. 

OLIVER (CONT’D)
Game point, ya queens!

ADAM
Wait, time out. 
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Adam rushes over to the corner and chugs water like he’s 
dying of thirst in the desert. 

ADAM (CONT’D)
So, are you gonna see her again? 

CHRIS
I hope so. I think we’re gonna grab 
dinner on Thursday. I just texted 
her earlier, just waiting for her 
to reply. 

ADAM
Just be careful, man. She sounds a 
little too good to be true. 

OLIVER
Ugh. You are such a god damn love 
curmudgeon. Don’t you believe in 
love at first sight or rather, 
first swipe? 

ADAM
No, I don’t. I think it’s 
completely delusional. Anyone who 
says they love someone they just 
met is insane. 

OLIVER
Don’t listen to Adam. What’s your 
heart telling you? 

Chris thinks for a beat. 

CHRIS
(sheepish)

I really like her. 

Oliver squeals. 

ADAM
Wait... did you even kiss her 
goodbye? 

CHRIS
No, I was too scared. 

ADAM
Pussy. 

OLIVER
Hold on, hold on. Was there any 
incidental touching on the date? 
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CHRIS
Yeah, a little bit. 

OLIVER
Did you walk her home? 

CHRIS
Yes. 

OLIVER
Did she linger? 

CHRIS
Yeah, she totally lingered. 

OLIVER
Oh. Well, yeah then you are kind of 
a pussy. 

They all laugh. 

CHRIS
Fuck! I wanted to kiss her but it 
was only our second date. I feel 
like it’s better to air of the side 
of being a pussy then to be creepy 
or aggressive right? 

A beat. 

OLIVER
Sure. Alright, let’s do this!

Oliver serves it again. It’s got too much heat, Adam can’t 
return it. 

ADAM
God damn it!

OLIVER
Suck my taint!

Oliver dances with joy. Adam flicks him off. 

EXT. GYM - DAY

Chris, Adam, and Oliver exit the building. 

ADAM
Did she text you back yet? 
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CHRIS
No, not yet... You guys wanna get 
Froyo or something? 

OLIVER
Ooo, yes! Can we go down Southport 
though? 

CHRIS
Yeah sure. Why though? 

OLIVER
No reason. 

ADAM
He wants to go flirt with that 
homeless guy again. 

OLIVER
Ugh. He’s just so hot. 

Chris laughs. 

CHRIS
Alright... You coming Adam? 

ADAM
Can’t, I need to get home and study 
for the CPA exam. 

CHRIS
Gotcha man, good luck with that. 

ADAM
Thanks... But, why would you gets 
get froyo? It’s freezing.  

Oliver throws him a look. 

OLIVER
We’re not gonna eat it outside. 

EXT. SOUTHPORT AVE - DAY

Chris and Oliver toss their empty froyo cups into a trash 
can. They walk and talk until they reach a very good-looking, 
disheveled man on the side of the road. He will be referred 
to as HOMELESS CHANNING TATUM (29). 

HOMELESS CHANNING TATUM
Can either of you spare any change? 
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CHRIS
Sorry, man. 

OLIVER
Ooo, sure! Why not? Let me see 
here. 

Oliver fishes around in his pocket and pulls out some cash. 
He peels off five dollars and then hands them to Homeless 
Channing Tatum. 

HOMELESS CHANNING TATUM
Thank you! God bless. 

OLIVER
Oh my god, thank you. It’s so nice 
to meet someone so grateful. Now go 
and get some protein in ya. 

Oliver touches Homeless Channing Tatum’s arm. His eyes widen. 
They share a deeply intimate moment of eye contact until 
Chris clears his throat. Oliver snaps out of it. 

OLIVER (CONT’D)
Well, see you around!

Chris and Oliver walk away. 

HOMELESS CHANNING TATUM
(softly, to himself)

I hope so. 

Chris and Oliver are a safe distance to gossip now. 

OLIVER
God, he’s so hot. 

CHRIS
He’s homeless. 

OLIVER
I’d love to give him a home. 

CHRIS
I can’t tell if you’re serious. 

OLIVER
Well what if I was? Would that be 
so wrong? Not all of us have 
goddess-warrior-princesses on fleek 
like you? 
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CHRIS
I’m sorry, Oliver. I wasn’t trying 
to judge you. 

OLIVER
I know, I know. 

CHRIS
Fuck, now I feel bad. I never have 
cash on me anymore. Do you think 
he’s on Venmo? 

Oliver laughs. 

OLIVER
Somehow I doubt it. 

MONTAGE: 

An alarm goes off. Chris wildly searches for his phone in his 
bed. 

He showers. He washes himself. Then he checks his phone. No 
text. 

He looks sullen on the train, listening to music. He checks 
his phone. No text. 

Cut back to him frantically searching for his phone in bed. 

He waits in line at a coffee shop. A text message noise. He 
checks his phone, but it’s the person in front of him’s 
phone. 

He is in a meeting. He sneaks a peek at his screen. No text. 
His co-worker EMILY (26) catches him.

EMILY
(whisper)

Who are you texting? 

CHRIS
(whisper)

No one. 

He lifts weights. He checks his phone. No text. 

Cut back to him struggling in bed as he looks for the phone.

Cut back to the coffee shop. Another text noise but it’s the 
person behind him’s phone now. 
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He eats a sad dinner alone at his kitchen table. A candle is 
lit. He checks his phone. No text. 

Cut back to the coffee shop. He’s at the front now. A text 
message noise goes off, but it’s the barista’s phone. 

BARISTA 
So sorry, it’s my boyfriend, we’re 
in love. I would literally throw 
myself in front of an asteroid for 
him. 

Cut back to him in bed, he finds his phone but no text 
message. He sighs. 

INT. OFFICE - DAY

Chris eats a sandwich and gazes out the window. Emily sits 
down behind him. She speaks fast and cuts right to the point. 

EMILY
Hey Chris. 

Chris turns around and begins to sit.

CHRIS
Hey, I heard you got into portfolio 
school, con-

EMILY
Shh!

Chris looks confused. 

EMILY (CONT’D)
(whisper)

Don’t bring it up here out in the 
open. Are you crazy? 

CHRIS
(whisper)

Didn’t you already give your 
notice? 

EMILY
Yeah, but that doesn’t mean I want 
people to know. I don’t want to 
have a bunch of heartfelt goodbyes. 
Gross. 

A beat.
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CHRIS
Okay, well..

Emily puts her finger to mouth and then her windpipe like 
she’s threatening to Chris’s throat. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
I’m sorry. Is your love life a safe 
topic? How’s Ben? 

EMILY
He’s good. 

CHRIS
Are you guys exclusive now? 

EMILY
I wouldn’t say that. 

CHRIS
Well, what are you guys then? 

EMILY
I don’t know, two people who like 
each other and go on dates and only 
have sex with each other. 

A beat. 

CHRIS
Have you ever heard the expression 
if it looks like a duck and it 
quacks then it’s probably a duck? 

EMILY
Well, my uncle owns a farm and he a 
duck that was raised by pigs and 
now it oinks. So, what about that? 
Huh? Got nothing. That’s what I 
thought. 

Chris raises his eyebrows for a tense beat. Emily breaks. 

EMILY (CONT’D)
Fine, we’re dating. It’s exclusive. 
I really like him and I really like 
where it’s headed and I wake up 
every day with a smile. And my 
uncle doesn’t own a farm, he’s an 
orthodontist. Happy? 

CHRIS
(laughing)

Yes, thank you. 
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EMILY
(regaining composure)

Anyways. How about you? Did that 
girl from Bumble text you back yet? 

Chris throws her a look. 

EMILY (CONT’D)
Oh c’mon dude, you checked your 
phone approximately a billion times 
yesterday. It wasn’t hard to figure 
out. Did she text you back? 

CHRIS
(petulant)

No. We had such a nice time it’s 
hard to imagine a universe where 
she wouldn’t text me back. I’m 
starting to get worried about her. 

EMILY
Don’t get worried. She’s probably 
just pretending to be busy. 

CHRIS
Why would she do that? 

EMILY
Oh, probably because she doesn’t 
like you. 

Emily smiles. 

CHRIS
But, what if she’s actually too 
busy? 

EMILY
She’s not. 

CHRIS
What makes you so sure? 

EMILY
You’re never too busy if you like 
someone. 

CHRIS
I think she does like me. 

EMILY
Then why wouldn’t she text you 
back? 
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CHRIS
Because she’s too busy. 

EMILY
Too busy to send a text? It takes 
ten seconds, dude! Fifteen with 
emojis. 

A beat. Chris looks stricken. 

CHRIS
Well, thanks Emily. I feel much 
better. 

EMILY
You’re welcome. How’d the date end 
by the way? Did you kiss her? 

CHRIS
No... I shook her hand. 

Emily laughs at him. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
Emily, c’mon. It was only our 
second date, I really didn’t want 
to come off as creepy. Surely as a 
woman, you can appreciate that 
right? 

EMILY
You know what’s creepier than a 
goodnight kiss? 

CHRIS
What? 

EMILY
A handshake. 

CHRIS
Got it. 

INT. OLIVER’S APARTMENT - DAY

Oliver sings while he prepares a lavish brunch - eggs, toast, 
coffee, mimosas, potatoes, etc. Adam sits at a nearby table 
with his laptop and studies for the CPA exam. They banter 
with one another until they hear a buzz. Oliver presses the 
buzzer. Shortly after, Chris opens the apartment door. 
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OLIVER
Have you heard anything from you 
know who? 

CHRIS
(despondent)

Nope. 

Chris unzips his coat, hangs it up and collapses onto a love 
seat. 

OLIVER
That’s so weird. It sounded like 
such a good date. 

CHRIS
I thought so. 

ADAM
That sucks, man. I’m sorry. If it 
makes you feel any better, I’m 
definitely gonna fail the CPA exam.

CHRIS
Why would that make me feel better? 
I want you to succeed. 

Adam shrugs and takes a sip of his mimosa. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
I just don’t get it. I really 
don’t. We connected on so many 
levels. If you don’t want to see me 
again, fine. But, just ghosting 
after two lovely dates? I mean, 
come on. That’s just mean, right? 
That’s like really mean. Just 
like... so mean. 

ADAM
Yeah, what a coward. I was talking 
to my mom about a girl I want to 
ask out -

OLIVER
Oo, who? 

ADAM
Girl from work doesn’t matter. I 
asked her out and she asked for a 
transfer. Anyway, my mom was like, 
“c’mon, the worst that could happen 
is that she’ll say no.” And it’s 
like no, Mom. 

(MORE)
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That worst that can happened is 
that she won’t even respond at all.  

OLIVER
So true. 

Chris makes a sad noise of agreement. Adam begins typing into 
the search bar on Facebook. 

ADAM
Her name was Sarah, right? 

CHRIS
Yep. Sarah Elizabeth. I never even 
got her last name, I just had her 
in my phone as Sarah with the 
bumble bee emoji like a fucking 
jackass. 

ADAM
Where’d she go to school?

CHRIS
Michigan. 

ADAM
Smarty pants.

CHRIS
She was smart. And funny. She 
seemed really cool, I really wanted 
to get to know her. I guess she 
just didn’t want to get to know me 
or something. I guess I’m just a 
fucking weirdo... why do I even put 
myself out there? 

OLIVER
Don’t say that. You have so much to 
offer. 

CHRIS
Well, not to Sarah apparently. 

ADAM
Oh, fuck. 

CHRIS
What? 

ADAM
She’s dead. 

ADAM (CONT'D)
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OLIVER
Shut up, Adam. That’s not funny. 

ADAM
I’m serious. Come take a look!

Chris and Oliver bound over to the table. 

ADAM (CONT’D)
I had a mutual friend with her on 
Facebook so I was able to the peep 
the prof. 

They look at Sarah’s Facebook profile. Hundreds of people 
have written on her wall - RIP’s, kind words, photos, 
memories, etc. 

OLIVER
Oh my god. What happened? 

ADAM
I don’t know, none of the comments 
contain a cause of death. 

OLIVER
Google her obit. 

Adam types. He finds it. They all read it. 

ADAM
What the fuck? It just says that 
she passed away. But how? That’s 
what the people want to know!

OLIVER
I know! 

Chris seems like he’s in shock. 

OLIVER (CONT’D)
Are you alright, Chris? 

CHRIS
(hollow)

Yeah. 

ADAM
She didn’t ghost on you after all. 
That’s something, right? 

CHRIS
Sure. 
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OLIVER
Except now... she’s a literal 
ghost. 

MONTAGE: 

Chris waits on the train platform looking hollow. 

Chris stands in a crowded train with a thousand yard stare. 

Chris looks empty during a meeting with co-workers. 

Chris eats with no expression. 

Chis wanders aimlessly throughout the loop. 

INT. CHICAGO INSTITUTE OF ART - NIGHT

A wide shot of Chris from behind. He’s standing in front of a 
beautiful but terribly sad Renaissance painting. The camera 
pans across the entirety of the painting. 

Cut back to Chris in a close up. He is crying. The camera 
slowly zooms out to reveal that Chris is looking at his phone 
again at the read receipt from the text she didn’t respond 
to. He closes his eyes. 

EXT. LAKE MICHIGAN - NIGHT

Sarah laughs and runs around the edge of the lake. Chris 
follows her, smitten. He finally catches her. He goes into to 
kiss her but she shakes her head. She leads him to the pier. 
They gaze out at the massive lake. 

They start dancing slowly. They goof around. Chris goes into 
kiss her. She kisses back. It’s magical. 

It turns to night abruptly. Sarah starts bleeding and 
collapses. Chris dives down and tries to revive her. 

INT. OFFICE - DAY

Chris works quietly at his desk, traumatized. Emily pops in. 

EMILY
Hey! 

CHRIS
Help! Oh hey...
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EMILY
Hi. 

CHRIS
How’s your last week going?

EMILY
It’s fine... A bunch of us are 
going to grabs later. You in? 

CHRIS
I can’t tonight. Got all this 
business analyze. Thanks though. 

EMILY
C’mon, it’ll be fun. 

CHRIS
No, I can’t. Sorry, I’m just too 
busy. Thanks though. 

A beat. 

EMILY
Are you okay? 

CHRIS
I’m alright. How are you? 

EMILY
I’m fine. You seem all sad and shit 
lately. What’s going on?

CHRIS
I don’t want to burden you. 

EMILY
Oh, burden me! I want to know. 

CHRIS
Alright, well you remember that 
girl who didn’t text me back? 

EMILY
You mean the one who didn’t like 
you? 

CHRIS
Yeah her. 

EMILY
Okay, c’mon. Everyone gets ghosted, 
you gotta get over it. 
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CHRIS
Well, she’s dead. 

EMILY
What? How? I was positive she was 
just weirded out by your handshake. 

CHRIS
If only. But I don’t know how she 
died, the obituary didn’t say. 

EMILY
That’s so horrible. I’m really 
sorry, Chris. Maybe she liked you 
after all. 

CHRIS
Yeah, maybe. It just sucks... for 
all parties involved. 

EMILY
Yeah. 

CHRIS
I keep having these horrible 
daydreams where we’re at the lake 
and we’re kissing and dancing and 
it’s amazing. But then she starts 
bleeding and just dies in my arms. 

EMILY
That’s so fucked up. 

CHRIS
Right? Thank you. I wish they’d 
stop. 

EMILY
Well, you can make them stop. 
They’re daydreams. Your conscious 
is still in control, ya know? 
They’re not real dreams, just your 
own sick thoughts. 

CHRIS
Right... thanks. I hope you have 
fun tonight. 

EMILY
No problem. But, you’re a good guy. 
Like for real. You should try to 
get back out there. 
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CHRIS
Thanks, Emily. 

Emily smiles and leaves. Chris opens up his dating apps and 
starts swiping. 

INT. GUTHRIE'S TAVERN - NIGHT

Chris is one date with a woman from an app. The camera slowly 
circles the two of them. Chris devolves into misery with each 
revolution of the camera. 

EXT. GRAVEYARD - DAY

Close up on KARL (37). He is a gravedigger. He smokes a 
cigarette with a bewildered look on his face. 

Chris bustles through a graveyard, desperately searching for 
Sarah’s grave. He can’t find it. He spots Karl and then 
saunters over. 

CHRIS
(flustered)

Hi. I’m sorry to bother you. Do you 
work here? 

KARL
Yeah. 

CHRIS
Do you know where Sarah Thompson 
might be? 

KARL
That depends. Is she walking around 
or in the ground? 

CHRIS
In the ground. 

Karl smirks and flicks his cigarette. 

KARL
You’re here to fuck a corpse, 
aren’t you? 

CHRIS
(shocked)

What? 
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KARL
I’ve been working here twenty 
years, man. I’ve seen everything. I 
know that look on your face. And 
you, my good sir, like to fuck 
corpses. 

CHRIS
(aghast)

No, absolutely not. 

KARL
(genial)

Listen man, there’s no judgment. 
I’d let you do it, but my boss has 
been riding my ass lately. We have 
a strict policy here. First time, 
it’s a slap on the wrist. Second 
time, you get chewed out pretty 
bad. It fuckin’ sucks. And the 
third time you let somebody fuck a 
corpse, you’re at outta here. Or, 
at least that’s what I’ve been lead 
to believe. 

A beat. Chris can’t even look at Karl. 

CHRIS
No... I’m not here to fuck a 
corpse. 

KARL
Alright... well, who was she then? 
This Sarah Thompson. 

CHRIS
A girl, a friend. A girlfriend of 
mine. But, she died... and I never 
got the chance to say goodbye. 

KARL
Shit, man. I’m sorry. How long did 
y’all date? 

CHRIS
Um.. Just a couple dates. Two dates 
to be exact... but, she was really 
funny and smart and warm and -

KARL
Y’all kiss? 

CHRIS
No.
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KARL
(excited)

But you fucked her then, that’s 
dope man. That’s real dope. 

CHRIS
(anger rising)

What No. How could I have fucked 
her if and I wasn’t even able to 
kiss her. 

KARL
Most prostitutes won’t let you kiss 
‘em. 

CHRIS
(angry)

Well, she wasn’t a prostitute. 

KARL
So, now you’re looking down on 
prostitutes? You fuck corpses but I 
can’t bang a hooker. Even if she’s 
got a pulse? Man, check your 
privilege. 

A beat. 

CHRIS
I’m sorry.

KARL
You should be. But, anyway, you got 
me intrigued. Tell me about your 
last date with Sarah. Where’d y’all 
go? 

CHRIS
Guthrie’s Tavern. 

KARL
Oh shit, man. I love that place. I 
fuckin’ destroy at Apples to 
Apples!

CHRIS
Yeah, it’s a great establishment. 

KARL
So, on the date, you’re having fun, 
you got a few beers in you, things 
are going well? 

Chris nods. 
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KARL (CONT’D)
Did you caress her at all? 

CHRIS
What do you mean exactly? 

KARL
I don’t know like stroke her hair, 
mess with her hands, any of that 
playful, romantic shit? 

CHRIS
Yeah, a little bit. 

KARL
(excited)

Alright, alright. Now, we’re 
cooking. So, the dates over, you’re 
fucking crushed it. Did you walk 
her home? 

CHRIS
(anger rising again)

Yes. 

KARL
Did she linger? 

Chris explodes. 

CHRIS
It was only our second date, god 
fucking damn it! If I could go back 
in time and kiss her, I would’ve. 
But, I didn’t and I can’t, so I 
don’t know what to do about that. 
And at the end of the day, I would 
always rather air on the side of 
being a “pussy” than being creepy 
or aggressive. God... why am I even 
explaining this to you? Ya know 
what, thanks for your help. Have a 
nice life. 

Chris turns and walks away. 

KARL
(calling after him)

Wait! Wait a second now. 

Chris turns back around slowly. Karl walks towards him. 

KARL (CONT’D)
I’m sorry, man. What’s your name? 
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CHRIS
Chris. 

KARL
Chris, what’s up man? I’m Karl. 

They exchange daps. 

KARL (CONT’D)
Now, Chris. I’ve been 20 years. If 
there’s one thing I’ve learned, 
other than how to spot a necrophile 
from a mile away -

Chris protests. 

KARL (CONT’D)
Don’t deny it. The one thing I’ve 
learned is this: attachment only 
leads to misery. 

Karl gestures to the graves around him. 

KARL (CONT’D)
So, you gotta figure out a way to 
get over Ms. Thompson or you’re in 
for a rough life. Do you understand 
me? 

A beat. They make intense eye contact. 

CHRIS
(defiant)

No, I don’t!

Chris lumbers away, incredibly distraught. 

INT. OLIVER'S APARTMENT - NIGHT

There is a party in full swing at Oliver’s. People are 
drinking, laughing, and enjoying themselves. There’s a knock 
out the door. Oliver rushes to open it. 

OLIVER
You made it!

Homeless Channing Tatum walks in. They hug. 

OLIVER (CONT’D)
Sangria’s in the kitchen, enjoy 
yourself!
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Homeless Channing Tatum crosses off screen to grab some 
sangria. Oliver untucks his shirt and messes up his hair, as 
if to make himself more palatable for a homeless romance. 

Cut to Chris in the corner. He is dressed in all black: black 
shirt, black jacket, black hat, blank pants, and black 
fingernails. He engages a partygoer in morose dialogue. 

CHRIS
Did you know that 99% of species go 
extinct? So, get ready. 

Oliver spots this interaction and sees Homeless Channing 
Tatum headed towards Chris. He bounds over quickly. 

OLIVER
Can I talk to you for a second? 

CHRIS
I don’t know, can you? 

A tense beat. The party stops. Homeless Channing Tatum looks 
nervous. Oliver grabs Chris and leads him across the party 
and throws him into his room. Adam sees this and follows. 

OLIVER
(angry)

Chris, this is my first party in 
this place. And Homeless Channing 
Tatum just arrived from the soup 
kitchen. What the fuck are you 
doing? You knew this night was 
important to me and you’re bringing 
the whole party, nay the whole city 
down with your black garb and 
macabre!

Adam opens the door and finds a seat quietly. 

CHRIS
(overdramatic)

The love of my life died! Sorry if 
I’m a little upset!

OLIVER
(fuming)

You went on two dates!

CHRIS
We had a connection!

OLIVER
Adam, back me up. This is crazy!
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ADAM
No, it’s not. 

OLIVER
What? 

ADAM
Being single sucks, Oliver. And 
dating sucks. And everyone out 
there, just fucking sucks. And he 
met someone who didn’t suck. And 
then she died. That must’ve sucked, 
Chris. I’m sorry.

Chris nods. His eyes well. Adam crouches down near him. 

ADAM (CONT’D)
But, c’mon dude. What are you 
doing? You look like a stage hand. 
This can’t be helping. 

OLIVER
What is going to help? 

CHRIS
(irrational still)

I don’t know! 

A long beat. Oliver and Adam exchange a concerned look. 

CHRIS (CONT’D)
I just want to talk to her. 

OLIVER
Do you, do you want to go to her 
grave? I can tell people to leave 
and we can go. 

CHRIS
No, I don’t want to put you out. 
This is your party, this is your 
night. Homeless Channing Tatum is 
out there waiting for you... Plus, 
I just got back from there. 
Probably shouldn’t go back for 
awhile. Thanks though. 

OLIVER
No problem. 
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ADAM
You could get coffee with one of 
her friends or her mom or 
something? I bet you could track 
them down. That might help.

CHRIS
Yeah, maybe. Would that be crazy? 

OLIVER
Kind of.

A long beat. 

ADAM
I failed the CPA. 

OLIVER
Shit. 

EXT. HOUSE - DAY

Chris knocks on the door of a home in the suburbs. MRS. 
THOMPSON (60) answers. 

CHRIS
Hi, I’m Chris. Are you Sarah’s mom? 

MRS. THOMPSON
Yes, that’s me. It’s so nice to 
meet you. 

They shake hands. 

MRS. THOMPSON (CONT’D)
Well, come on in. Take off your 
shoes if you wouldn’t mind. 

Chris nods and enters. 

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Chris sits at the kitchen table. Mrs. Thompson pours him a 
cup of tea and places it in front of him. 

CHRIS
Thank you. 

MRS. THOMPSON
Of course. 

She sits down across from him.  They look at each other. 
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MRS. THOMPSON (CONT’D)
So, how did you know Sarah again? 

CHRIS
We dated for a little while 
actually. Well, we went on a couple 
dates. We went on two dates.

MRS. THOMPSON
Oh, okay. 

A beat. 

CHRIS
But, they were incredible. As soon 
as I met her, everything felt so 
important to me. And I just really 
miss her. A lot. 

Mrs. Thompson smiles sadly. 

MRS. THOMPSON
Join the club. A day hasn’t gone by 
since she passed away that I 
haven’t received a text or a letter 
or something from one of her 
friends. I guess I never realized 
how popular she was. 

Chris smiles. 

CHRIS
Oh yeah? That doesn’t surprise me. 
She was just...just so fucking 
cool. 

MRS. THOMPSON
She was, wasn’t she? Very kind and 
funny, so smart and thoughtful... 
just fucking cool as shit. 

Chris chuckles. 

CHRIS
I’m sorry. I know this is a bit 
strange. I really do appreciate you 
meeting with me. I just... um. Did 
Sarah ever mention me? 

MRS. THOMPSON
No. 

CHRIS
Got it. 
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Chris nods sadly. He prepares to leave. 

MRS. THOMPSON
Wait... your name is Chris, right? 

CHRIS
Yes. 

MRS. THOMPSON
Hold on a second. 

Mrs. Thompson gets up and walks over to her purse on the 
counter. She rifles through it and pulls out her phone. 

MRS. THOMPSON (CONT’D)
(looking at her phone)

We were texting the night she 
died... Ok, here we go. I said, 
“hey, want to come home for dinner 
on Thursday?” And she said, “No, I 
can’t. I have a date!” So naturally 
I asked her who with. And she 
said... “With Chris.” 

A beat. 

MRS. THOMPSON (CONT’D)
And she typed an emoji. 

CHRIS
Oh, hey oh! Can I see?  

MRS. THOMPSON
(laughs)

Sure. 

She offers the phone. Chris clutches it tightly. He looks at 
it for a long time. He looks very content, almost sheepish as 
if it was a dirty text or something. It’s clearly a very 
positive emoji. 

EXT. DOORSTEP - DAY

Chris leaves the house and immediately calls Oliver, who is 
cuddling with Homeless Channing Tatum in an alleyway. 

OLIVER
Hello? 

CHRIS
Hey. I just talked to Sarah’s mom. 
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OLIVER
No way. How’d it go? 

CHRIS
She liked me, man. I really think 
she did... But, fuck. She’s dead! 

OLIVER
I’m sorry, baby. 

Homeless Channing Tatum looks mildly jealous. 

OLIVER (CONT’D)
Hey, did you ask her how she died? 

CHRIS
No, I forgot. I was really 
preoccupied. 

OLIVER
Well, go back and ask. That’s what 
the people want to know, remember? 

CHRIS
Fuck. Ok, hold on. 

Chris sprints away. He knocks on the door. Right as she opens 
it - FADE TO BLACK. 
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